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Welcome...

to the Leek Federation Sixth Form Prospectus 2019.

This is a very exciting and important time for you and young people across
the country, as you choose your pathway for the next two years. Our Level 3
qualifications have been carefully selected to provide you with the necessary
skill set vital for your future studies and career beyond sixth form. We only offer
courses that are widely recognised and these are taught by qualified teachers
who know their subjects well and are passionately interested in them.
We also recognise that progression after sixth form is about so much more than
just qualifications and therefore we pride ourselves on the wider opportunities
we offer our students and the superb quality of our pastoral care; we provide a
supportive environment where students thrive and achieve their goals through
personalised tutoring.
Our students and staff agree that the stimulating learning opportunities and
excellent facilities at the Leek Federation Sixth Form are only enhanced by
beautiful surroundings; it is an inspiring place where students do well and are
set up with skills for life.

“

“

Ofsted, February 2019
“Inspectors observed sixth-form students in lessons benefiting
from teachers’ strong subject knowledge and skilful questioning.
Students were actively engaged in challenging tasks and
discussions”.

“Pupils and sixth-form students are happy here because they say
that they are treated as adults and feel their voices are heard.
They develop a strong sense of equality and fairness.”
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THINKING OF YOUR FUTURE
Large enough to offer a full range of courses, yet still small enough to provide
the care, personalised advice and tutorial support you need to be sure of
success, the Leek Federation Sixth Form prides itself in recognising and
maximising the huge potential in our young people, helping them to become
everything they can be.
Life in the Sixth Form is about more than the courses a student follows.
Our recipe for success is simple; the highest expectations of each student
and the highest quality teaching, alongside outstanding personalised care,
guidance and tutorial support, all within a beautiful environment where
students thrive.
Leek Federation Sixth Form has two campuses, the Westwood campus
and Leek campus.
Set in acres of stunning parkland, the Westwood campus is an
inspirational place to study. This campus has beautiful sixth form study
facilities, formal victorian gardens, plenty of social space and a sense of
freedom unique to Westwood. The grounds have something to offer all
year round and students tell us that this sense of freedom and beauty
contributes greatly to their happiness and success. The environment
at Westwood is memorable, has character and is a delightful place to
study.
Alongside superb sporting facilities, the Leek campus boasts extensive
grounds, a dedicated sixth form computer suite and two sixth form study
rooms, also with IT facilities. A small sixth form body means that there is
a very personal feel to the Leek campus.
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Westwood Campus

Leek Campus
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PAST STUDENTS
“It can be a challenging experience trying to
choose the right University Course and prepare
for the interview process and I found the
support of my sixth form tutor was invaluable.
She was able to help me identify exactly the
best course to suit me and help me with my
personal statement as well as practice interview
questions in a one-to-one situation. I think that is
one of the great things about Westwood College
- the way each student is given individual help
and support by tutors who really seem to care
about their aspirations and who help them to
achieve their potential.” -Molly Hansell
3rd Year Adult Nursing student. Nottingham University.
Photo from 4 week placement in Ghana 2018

“The idea of becoming a doctor was not new, I had
always had an interest, but lacked the confidence
and perhaps the motivation to really pursue it.
This is where the support of the Sixth Form came
in. I quickly learned a lot about respect: I listened
to my teachers, and in turn they listened to me,
they did not pre-judge me. The staff support you
in a way that can only be compared to that of a
family.
I have now graduated and am working at the
University Hospital of North Staffordshire/ North
Midlands.” -Dr Sean Holroyd

“I simply wouldn’t have gone on to train at one
of the most prestigious acting schools in the
country and emerge as a professional actor
without the Westwood staff. Their belief and
guidance was above and beyond, giving me extra
one to one sessions to prepare for my auditions
and pushing me to realise my potential. In every
young person’s development you need that
support, motivation and guidance to fulfil your
goals and fuel your ambition. I’ve experienced
first-hand the care and love the staff pour into
their work and students and I am indebted to
them for it.” -Steve Salt BA Acting, RCSSD
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Student Destinations
In sciences, arts and humanities subjects, our students achieve their goals
and progress to study a vast array of courses in higher education – from
Acting to Zoology – at a wide range of universities in all corners of the
country.
Our students are always successful in gaining places at university, with
a quarter of recent alumni progressing to Russell Group universities:
History and Politics at Oxford; Medicine at Newcastle; Earth Sciences at
Durham; Mathematics at Warwick; Marine Biology and Zoology at Bangor;
PPE at Queen’s Belfast; French and Russian at Leeds; Chemistry at York;
Geological Sciences at Leeds; Biology at Nottingham; Computer Science
and Electronics at Bristol; History at Manchester; Business at Monmouth,
USA.
Equally impressive is the number of students progressing to respected
courses in more vocational areas: Medicine at Newcastle; Physiotherapy
at Keele; Adult Nursing at Keele; Media Production at York St. John;
Landscape Architecture at Birmingham City; Fine Art at East Anglia;
Music at Leeds College of Music; Sport and Exercise Science at Newcastle;
Applied Theatre and Community Drama at LIPA; Events Management
at Staffordshire; Sport Therapy and Rehabilitation at Derby; Speech and
Language Therapy at Manchester.

Having Dyslexia did not stop me
from succeeding, and with help,
support and guidance I was able to
achieve three A-levels and a place
at York St. John University studying
Occupational Therapy.

“

“
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Oxford Success
Westwood is lucky enough to be part of the ‘Step-Up’
programme, where we work in partnership with our link
college, New College, Oxford to encourage and support
our young people in making an application to the top
universities. The programme is now in its third year and
students have had the opportunity to visit Oxford and its
colleges, attend subject seminars and workshops and
have made valuable contacts with university students
currently studying at degree level. As Beck Bromley,
currently in Yr12 remarks “it’s really important to actually
see places like this.”
A key part of the programme is to dispell the myths and break the stereotypes
surrounding Oxford and Cambridge.
Westwood also has strong links with Sidney Sussex College at Cambridge
University.

Evie Graham
We are delighted with our latest Oxford
success. Evie will be taking up her place
at Oxford University this autumn to study
history and politics at New College. Evie
achieved a stunning set of A Level results
(A*A*A), well above the entry requirements
for her subject.

Becki Wood
Becki graduated this summer with a first class honours degree
in French and Italian from St. Anne’s College, Oxford. We are
thrilled for her achievement and greatly admire her determination
to remain in education in the form of outreach work, encouraging
other young people to aspire to study at top universities, at home
and abroad.
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As a college community we are delighted with the success of our three Westwood
students who have taken up their places at the University of Oxford last year. As a fully
inclusive establishment, we take pride in supporting all our students, whatever their
ability.
For Emily Cook, Lauryn Deaville and Libby Nicholls, their journey to Oxford has been
memorable! As able young people, they were always ambitious to pursue higher study
beyond Westwood. However, during sixth form, a degree at Oxford became a reality...
Libby, who is studying English language and literature, held aspirations in lower school
where she could think of little better than to be able to read wonderful books at university!
Her ‘dreams’ were realised in the sixth form by natural ability, but also sheer hard work
and encouragement. As Libby says, “Applying to Oxford demands firstly shaking off
unhelpful stereotypes about ‘posh’ students. I was fully supported at home and by all my
teachers at Westwood”.
Equally, Emily, who is studying maths, feels she also had the backing of college. “I gave
six teachers a copy of my personal statement! I was worried about being a nuisance but
instead, each teacher gave me valuable feedback. They were honest and open with me and helped me make a personal statement that I was really proud of,” she says.
For Lauryn, her decision to apply to Oxford was less straightforward as she had been set to
apply to other top universities. At the time, she didn’t feel the traditions with some Oxford
colleges were quite for her. However, a late look at a more modern college prompted her
last minute application - just two days before the October 15th deadline! “I thought I’d
left it too late,” she reflected, “but I need not have worried as everyone was behind me. I
am now thrilled to be reading biochemistry at one of Oxford’s very progressive colleges.”
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Tutorial support
Tutorial support for our Sixth Form is what makes us stand out.
Each member of the Sixth Form is placed with a tutor in Year
13 whose subject specialism is related to their aspirations.
The tutorial team has a wealth of experience in university
applications for different fields; they know how to support
students to make the very best applications.
Our UCAS support is second to none. We have a dedicated
team who work with you on every element of the application
process to help you get the university offers and confirmed
places of your choosing.
For those heading into the world of work or further training
we have similarly impressive support. We have a Work
Experience Coordinator and offer an Employability Skills
course to students which includes CV building and personal
development.
Whatever your trajectory, we have the right support to get you
to where you want to be.

11
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Life in the Sixth Form

Sixth Form life isn’t just about the courses and exam results. It’s also about all
the things that help you become the person you want to be.
Opportunities come in all shapes and sizes, from international visits to New
York, Berlin and Paris and foreign exchanges to coaching courses and public
speaking competitions. You can take a lead role in the Students’ Union,
organising charity events and making decisions about spending on sixth form
facilities. Maybe you will get involved in our blossoming Duke of Edinburgh
programme or take part in the annual shows.
Our fascinating programme of Inspire Cafe– master classes and presentations
delivered by university professors who are experts in their field – enables
students to access ‘super-curricular’ content which inspires learning beyond
the classroom and enhances their UCAS applications. We have links with a
number of universities, welcome guest speakers from Oxbridge colleges and
organise visits to Oxford or Cambridge universities each year to raise student
aspirations.
All students follow a programme of citizenship and PSHE activities in Year 12,
culminating in a Health and Wellbeing morning where students get advice on
safe driving, mental health, sexual health and other key issues which affect
young people, whilst also trying out an activity designed to help release those
‘happy hormones’!
We want every activity beyond the classroom to be open to all. To ensure
students with a lower family income can take full advantage of this broad range
of opportunities they can apply for funding through the Sixth Form Bursary.
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NEW YORK

PARIS
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Choosing the right course for you
In addition to looking at your most recent attainment grades, you should
consider which subjects you enjoy, and how subjects are related to career
paths which you’re considering.
If you don’t yet have a clue what you might do after Sixth Form, don’t worry;
you’re not alone! Around a third of applicants each year don’t yet have any
ideas about careers, and many students change their mind along the way.
At the interview stage we will check that your course choices match any
career aspirations you have at present, and that your projected GCSE
grades are likely to give you access to the courses you have chosen. At
the interview we can also give advice on course combinations.
See overleaf for the ‘Application Timeline’.

16
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Admission Requirements
The grades required for entry into the Leek Federation Sixth Form are 5
passes (or equivalent) including English and Maths.
We will consider applications from students who nearly reach this threshold,
and support is given for those who do not achieve a pass in English and/or
Maths, to enable them to do so in Year 12.
Look at your most recent set of predicted grades to see if you have a good
chance of meeting the entry criteria. Due to the specific challenges of
each course, some courses require particular grades in certain GCSE
subjects. See the later pages in this guide for those specific requirements.
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Application Timeline
October
FEBRUARY
APPLICATION FORM

Complete your preliminary application form.

Fill in your final application form after getting your mock exam
results and attending the Options Advice Evening. You will receive
acknowledgement of your application and your course choices will
be checked against your predicted grades.

MARCH APPLICANT INTERVIEWS

The interview is an opportunity for you to ask questions, and
for us to check the courses that you have chosen, and seek
further details about your aspirations.

June Induction Day

Come and meet your Sixth Form Tutor, begin to find your way
around, have taster sessions in some of your subjects, and
meet your Tutor Group.

AUGUST Results Day

Expert advice is available on GCSE results day. If you wish to
discuss your choices, change your options, or you don’t think
you quite met the entry requiremetns, pop in and we will talk
things through.

September:
Sixth Form Enrolment
17

Courses
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Art - Fine Art
The Course

Past students have studied
at Goldsmiths University
of London, Royal College
of Art, Edinburgh School
of Art, Leeds College of
Art, and Staffordshire
University amongst others.

Students will gain a broad range of skills through
exploration of a variety of themes. You will be
encouraged to explore a variety of media, materials and
techniques including fine art, textiles, printmaking and
3-D amongst others.

Assessment

60% - Portfolio.
40% - Externally set task.
Additional Opportunities
As part of the course students will visit national and
international galleries and museums and take part in
workshops with artists, designers and subject specialists.
Students will also have the opportunity to travel to
Paris and New York and visit international galleries and
museums such as MOMA.

Useful Skills and Characteristics

An interest in Art, Textiles, and Mixed Media.
The ability to abstract ideas, and think about new ideas
and forms of art.
Competence with painting, drawing, and/or textiles is
required.
The ability to solve problems, and a willingness to work
independently.
Resilience, determination, and a willingness to work hard.
In addition to the Sixth Form entry requirements, a good
pass in GCSE Art is advised.
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Art - Photography
The Course

Recent students have
gone on to study
Photography at Leeds
University, Staffordshire
University and Sheffield
Hallam University.

Students will develop both visual and critical skills and
gain a broad range of practical and analytical skills. You
will explore both digital image making and traditional
darkroom processing. Students are encouraged to
explore photography in its broadest terms, being as
experimental as possible.

Assessment

60% - Portfolio.
40% - Externally set task.

Additional Opportunities

Students have the opportunity to visit major photographic
collections such as the Victoria and Albert Museum
in London. Students also have the opportunity to visit
New York, where they can experience a major city and
important international collections such as MOMA.

Useful Skills and Characteristics

An interest in Art, and/or photography, with some
competence with painting, drawing and/or textiles, at
GCSE.
The ability to abstract ideas, and think about new ideas
and forms of art.
The ability to solve problems, and a willingness to work
independently.
Resilience, determination, and a willingness to work hard.
For those wishing to specialise in photography, GCSE Art
is not essential, but a keen understanding of the visual
elements in photography is necessary.
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Art - Textiles
The Course

You will gain a broad range of skills over the course,
through many different practical projects.
You will undertake a succession of workshops using
various materials and techniques, including machine and
hand-stitching.
Students will then select a specialism from these, and
begin their personal investigation work.

Assessment

A mixture of externally set tasks and personal
investigation across the A-level course.

Additional Opportunities

Opportunities to visit galleries and museums both in the
UK and worldwide, such as London, Liverpool, Paris,
Manchester, Amsterdam, and New York.

Useful Skills and Characteristics

An interest in Art, Textiles, and Mixed Media.
The ability to abstract ideas, and think about new ideas
and forms of art.
Competence with painting, drawing, and/or textiles is
required.
The ability to solve problems, and a willingness to work
independently.
Resilience, determination, and a willingness to work hard.
In addition to the Sixth Form entry requirements, a good
pass in GCSE Art is advised.
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Textiles is an ideal
foundation for entry into
careers such as Fashion
Buyer, Designer and work
in theatre/film.

Biology
The Course

Biology is a very useful
subject for a range
of careers, including:
M e d i c i n e , Ve t e r i n a r y
Science,
D e n t i s t r y,
Physiotherapy, Teaching,
Research, Environmental
and Ecological work.

The A-Level Biology Course (AQA) offers the opportunity
to develop your knowledge of the subject from GCSE.
You will analyse and evaluate scientific knowledge and
apply it to unfamiliar situations, demonstrate and describe
practical techniques and processes, and become
aware of advances in technology, including information
technology, relevant to Biology.

Assessment

Examination with the opportunity to gain practical
endorsement.

Additional Opportunities

Borth Ecology Field Course, outside-speakers, group and
individual presentations, Inspire Cafés.

Useful Skills and Characteristics

Students should be committed to the subject and show a
genuine interest in biological concepts.
The ability to be self-motivated, and be able to work to
deadlines.
An ability to discuss work, both in and out of lesson time.
The ability to solve problems and a willingness to work
hard are essential.
Students should have studied higher tier sciences at
GCSE. Those with Combined Double Science GCSE
should have two passes at grade 5 including in Maths,
whilst those with separate GCSEs in Biology, Chemistry
and Physics (triple scientists) should have three grade 5
passes including in Maths.
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Business
The Course

The Business course gives
you a strong foundation
in a variety of business
operations and concepts,
which can lead to a wide
range of careers such as
Law, Retail Management,
Accountancy, Insurance,
Banking, International
Business or even running
your own business.

Students on the BTEC Extended Certificate course
will study four modules which are Exploring Business,
Developing a Marketing Campaign, Personal & Business
Finance and a final unit on Market Research.

Assessment

Assessment is a combination of externally assessed
controlled coursework, internally assessed coursework,
and a written exam.

Additional Opportunities

Year 12 company visit, guest speakers, CIPFA
Management Team Event.

Useful Skills and Characteristics

An enquiring mind and an interest in topical issues.
Enjoyment of solving problems and making decisions.
Basic literacy, numeracy, and ICT skills.
A GCSE or equivalent in Business Studies is not required
in order to succeed in this subject, however you will
need a good level of literacy, the drive to develop good
research skills and the ability to work independently. to
deadlines.
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Chemistry
The Course

A-Level Chemistry (AQA) will enable students to build
on concepts and skills that will have been developed
in the GCSE. You will analyse and evaluate scientific
knowledge, and apply it to unfamiliar situations,
demonstrate and describe practical techniques and
processes, and develop an understanding of chemical
concepts using real world chemical applications
drawn from modern applications in industry and in the
environment.

Assessment

Examination with the opportunity to gain practical
endorsement.

Additional Opportunities

Inspire Cafés, Chemistry Olympiad, university visits.

Useful Skills and Characteristics

An interest in how things work, and why things happen.
The ability to deal with abstract ideas.
A level of competence with mathematics in order to
calculate quantities and values.
The ability to solve problems and work independently.
Resilience, determination, and a willingness to work hard.
Students should have studied higher tier sciences at
GCSE. Those with Combined Double Science GCSE
should have two passes at grade 5 whilst those with
separate GCSEs in Biology, Chemistry and Physics
(triple scientists) should have three grade 5 passes.
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Chemistry is a highly
respected subject required
for a range of careers
including: Medicine,
Biomedical Sciences,
Dentistry, Engineering,
Pharmacy, Physiotherapy
and Veterinary Science.

Design and Technology: Product Design
The Course

Year 12 has evolved into a skills acquisition and refining course, without
the restrictions of set projects by the exam board.

The career opportunities
stemming from Design A
Level are numerous and
varied: you’ll learn key
skills that are applicable to
Architecture, Art, Project
Management, and many
more fields of work and
study.

Students can learn a whole host of new creative and imaginative
methods for idea generation, a range of presentation techniques using
media that have not been available at GCSE. They will practise the
process of iterative design, as is the method at degree level and in
design studios the world over, as well as learning a variety of new
model making techniques, new tools equipment and machinery and
working with more advanced materials.
Year 13 is a more conventional ‘design and make’ exercise which now
equates to 50% of the overall A-level mark. A project involving third
party clients giving feedback, strong research skills resulting in high
quality design creations is of course the target. The manufacture of the
product utilising skills and machinery usage techniques refined in year
12 will be the outcome, of course completed by rigorous testing and
evaluation.
Both years have a theory requirement where students learn in detail
about the world of manufacturing on mass production scales. This is
examined at the end of year 13 and counts as 50% of the course.

Assessment

50% written examination
50% coursework project

Useful Skills and Characteristics

You should enjoy the challenge of designing from scratch and physically
bringing your ideas to life.
You should be confident when drawing, sketching, and exploring your
design ideas.
You should be keen to expand your knowledge and awareness of the
role of the designer.
You should be willing to work independently, be able to motivate
yourself and learn from those around you.
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Drama and Theatre
The Course

The course consists of four assessment modules, one of which
is examined in Year 12. This course builds on the OCR GCSE
course, giving students opportunities to develop key skills in
performance through the creative and rehearsal process and
in analysing and evaluating a range of theatrical texts. You will
perform a devised piece and extracts from a script as part of the
assessment process and develop skills in live theatre analysis
and evaluation. You will study a total of five texts during the
course, from the perspective of actor, director and designer.

Assessment

Non-Exam Assessment (60% of the qualification)
Practitioners in Practice – 40%
Students will create their own devised performance based on
and influenced by a practitioner.
Exploring and Performing Texts - 20%
Students will produce a performance based on a text chosen by
the centre.
Exam Assessment (40% of the qualification)
Paper A: Exploring/Analysing Performance – 20%
Paper B: Deconstructing Texts for Performance – 20%

Additional Opportunities

Requirement to attend theatre visits; opportunities to perform
in extra-curricular events; mentor younger pupils; work
experience.

Useful Skills and Characteristics

You must be determined, self-motivated and well organised.
Reliability is essential, as is commitment to the subject and
dedication to rehearsals outside of lesson time.
Students need to be open-minded, creative individuals who
enjoy working hard and who get on well with others.
Previous experience is preferable but not essential; enthusiasm,
however, is vital.
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Students could progress
onto many careers after
additional training:
Actor, Stage Manager,
Drama Teacher, Drama
Therapist, Radio Presenter,
Theatre Director, Theatre
Te c h n i c i a n , T h e a t r e
Designer.

English Language

A-Level English Language
prepares you for a range of
careers, particularly those
where communication
and the ability to discuss
information is important;
careers
such
as
Journalism, Advertising,
Editing, Teaching and
Lecturing, Linguistics,
Marketing, PR, and work
in the Communications
Industry.
The subject has a very
broad appeal and works
well as a dual honours
option at university.

The Course
Students will develop their comminication skills in
reading, writing, speaking, and listening. They will learn
to study the social aspects of language, and will develop
their creative writing skills, learning how to write for
a specific audience and purpose. The course is very
lively and discussion based; students are encouraged to
debate their own ideas, and think about the construction
of language.

Assessment

80% - Examination
20% - Non-examination element.

Additional Opportunities

Sixth Form newspaper, lower school literacy support,
opportunities for external competitions such as Amnesty
International and Young Reporter Award.

Useful Skills and Characteristics

Enjoyment of reading and writing, discussing linguistic
features and analysing texts.
You will need to be well organised and committed, willing
to read widely around the subject and happy to share
your thoughts with others.
You must also be willing to work hard.
In addition to the Sixth Form entry requirements, a grade
5 in GCSE English Language is essential.
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English Literature
The Course

A-Level English Literature will help you develop your
communication skills in all areas: speaking and listening,
reading and writing. Students are also given the
opportunity to debate ideas raised in a rich variety of
texts across genres and eras; discuss contextual themes
and issues; and develop written fluency. Students are
encouraged to think independently around a text, develop
their own unique interpretations and also consider other
critical viewpoints. The course is very lively with lots of
discussion-based activities. Students wanting to improve
their analytical skills, and those who enjoy reading and
writing should consider the course.

Assessment

80% - Examination
20% - Non-examination element.

Additional Opportunities
Literature/theatre trip.

Useful Skills and Characteristics

Enjoyment of reading and writing, discussing important
issues and critical responses.
You will need to be well organised and committed, willing
to read widely around the subject and happy to share
your thoughts with others.
You must also be willing to work hard.
In addition to the Sixth Form entry requirements, a grade
5 in GCSE English Literature is essential.
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Consider English if you
have an interest in:
Teaching, Newspaper/
Magazine
editing,
Publishing, Advertising/,
Arts Administration,
Media, Social Studies,
Law related work.

Geography
The Course

The course is equally divided between Human and
Physical Geography, and contains a wide range of topics.
The course includes exciting and engaging subject
content about contemporary geographical themes and
issues. You will investigate topics such as: Tectonic
Processes and Hazards, Globalisation, Climate Change,
Global Development and Connections.

Assessment

80% - Examination.
20% - Non-Examined Assessment.

Additional Opportunities

The course involves a three day field trip to explore many
of the topics studied.

Useful Skills and Characteristics

You should have a keen interest in current issues, local,
national, and global, especially the way human activity
affects our environment.
You should have an open mind, and be willing to consider
a range of opinions and solutions.
You will need to think independently, and express your
opinion in both written and spoken form.
You should be willing to use a variety of resources to
compile detailed case studies.
You will need to develop your analytical skills, particularly
in statistics, map drawing and ICT.
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Geography is a good
subject to consider
alongside both Arts and
Science based subjects.
Useful companion subjects
include History, Sociology,
English and Biology.
A-Level
Geography
equips students with a
variety of skills and can
lead to a wide range of
careers.
Geography
related careers include:
Cartography, Planning
and
Development,
and
Environmental
Consultancy.

Health and Social Care
The Course

The course consits of 6 mandatory units and 2 optional units.

Students who attain a
BTEC Level 3 in Health
and Social Care have
progressed into the
following career areas:
Nursing, Primary Teaching,
Early Years Teaching,
Midwifery, Social Work,
The Police Service,
Youth Work, Psychology,
Sociology and Education
Studies
degrees,
Occupational Therapy,
and Radiology. The skills
developed can be applied
to many careers.

Mandatory units include: Human Lifespan Development,
Working in Heath and Social Care, Enquiries in Current
Research in Health and Social Care, Meeting Individual Care
and Support Needs, Principles of Safe Practice in Health and
Social Care, and Promoting Public Health.
Optional units include: Physiological Disorders and their Care
and Nutrition.

Assessment

The BTEC National Diploma is equivalent to two A Levels, and
the overall qualification is awarded at Pass, Merit, Distinction,
and Distinction*.
Students are assessed in a variety of ways; 5 units are
internally assessed, 2 units are assessed by external
examinations, and one unit is assessed by a task set and
marked by the exam board.

Additional Opportunities

Students are encouraged to complete work experience
placements in a variety of settings. There are links with local
first schools, nursery schools, and care homes. Visits to
health and social care settings are arranged. Workshops are
provided by an adult day care service, providing students with
the opportunity to interact with the service users. Students
are supported with applications to Keele University summer
schools, NHS work experience placements, and other relevant
courses.

Useful Skills and Characteristics

The ability to research and work independntly.
Good organisational skills, and be able to meet deadlines.
Good oral and written communication skills.
Proficient use of ICT in the presentation of coursework.
The ability to see situations from the perspective of others.
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History
The Course

History is a rewarding, informative, and interesting
subject. The History A-Level course gives students the
opportunity to study a range of different time periods
in history, and develop analytical and communication
skills. Students must complete assessments in three
components to complete the full course. These are:
Stuart Britain and the crisis of Monarchy, The Cold War
c1945-1991, and a personal study based on a topic of the
student’s choice.

Assessment

80% - Examination.
20% - Historial Investigation.

Useful Skills and Characteristics

Independent thought and analytical skills.
Literacy and communication skills - organising
information and reaching balanced conclusions.
The ability to problem solve, and ask questions.
Critical analysis of events, people and ideas through the
use of sources.
In addition to the Sixth Form entry requirements, a good
pass in GCSE History is advised.
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A qualification in History
doesn’t limit you to a career
using History directly,
although there are many of
those. Given the high order
of skills it helps develop, it
is no surprise that History
qualifications can lead to
a huge range of careers
including: Law, Insurance,
Forensic Accoutancy, and
Law Enforcement.

Information and Communication Technology
The Course

To study ICT beyond
Level 3 it is advisable to
also consider studying a
Science, Business and/or
Mathematics subject.

The OCR Cambridge Technical Introductory Diploma in IT
(Level 3) is a qualification which gives you the opportunity
to develop a range of practical skills which are widely
used. There will be many opportunities for learners to use
the knowledge, understanding and skills in an integrated
way and apply aspects they’ve covered in one unit to
other units they’re studying. This course is designed for
learners who are interested in an introduction to the study
of creating ICT systems with a view to progressing to a
wide range of higher education courses, not necessarily
just in ICT.

Assessment

2x External examinations – (Unit 1 Fundamentals of IT
and Unit 2 Global Information)
3x Internally assessed units – (Unit 6 Application Design,
Unit 9 Product Development and Unit 21 Web Design
prototyping)

Additional Opportunities

Lectures/talks by ICT Experts from ICT Industry.

Useful Skills and Characteristics

You should be a student who likes to be able to select
and use the appropriate ICT tools and techniques to
carry out investigations, capture and handle data, solve
problems, make decisions, present and communicate
information in the most appropriate and effective way
possible.
You must also be willing to work hard, and demonstrate
determination and committment.
In addition to the Sixth Form entry requirements it is
desirable to have a good pass at GCSE ICT/Computing.
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Law
The Course

A Level Law provides an introduction to law. It allows students
to learn about a fascinating subject, one which covers many
aspects of life. Students of A Level Law will:
Develop an understanding of law and how it works
Learn more about society from a legal perspective – both
contemporary and historical
Learn about the interaction between law and morals, justice and
society
Learn about different areas of law – e.g. criminal law, human
rights, contract and tort
Make connections with business, economics, history, politics
and technology
Develop academic skills, including analysis and evaluation
Be able to make an informed decision about future careers.

Assessment

AS and A Level Law are assessed by written examinations.
The AS qualification consists of two exam papers, each 1 hour
30 minutes which are both worth 50% of the marks.
The A Level qualification consists of three exam papers, each 2
hours long and each worth 331/3% of the marks.
There is a variety of exam questions including: Essay questions
and legal scenario questions.

Additional Opportunities

We have links with Staffordshire University’s Law school
and are hoping to utilise their law department for our mock
trials, we are also hoping to enter into the National Mock trial
competitions as well as attend court and prison.

Useful Skills and Characteristics

A Level Law is not just for students who want to enter the legal
professions. It is a well-respected subject and is a welcome
addition to many A Level programmes of study. A Level Law
links well with science subjects and humanities and social
science subjects including, history, sociology, philosophy,
economics and business, to name just a few!
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Students wishing to
continue their legal studies
after A Levels can opt for a
university degree or workbased apprenticeship.
Both of these routes can
lead to the qualifications
required to become a
solicitor, barrister or legal
executive. Other popular
careers include the police,
teaching, social work,
business and accounting

Mathematics
The Course

This is a two year A2 linear course.
Mathematics A-Level is
accepted by employers
and universities as a
desirable qualification.
It opens the door to
careers in Mathematics,
Engineering, Physics,
Computing, Accountancy,
Economics, Business,
B a n k i n g , A i r Tr a ff i c
Control, Management,
Architecture, Surveying,
Cartography, Psychology,
and of course Teaching, to
name but a few.

The course is aimed at extending your range of
mathematical skills and techniques, enabling you to use
these to solve unstructured problems.
You will be taught elements of Pure Maths, Statistics, and
Mechanics.

Assessment

This course is assessed through external exams.

Additional Opportunities

Maths Challenges and work with other students.

Useful Skills and Characteristics

Having a good command of algebra and being able to
deal with abstract concepts as well as more practical
problems.
Enjoying intellectual challenge and relishing problems
and puzzles.
The ability to solve problems and work independently.
Having a genuine interest in Mathematics and a desire
to learn more of the history and theory behind this
fascinating and varied subject.
This course is only recommended for students who have
studied GCSE Mathematics at Higher Tier, and have
gained a grade 6 or above.
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Mathematics - Core
The Course

This course will suit students who acieve an A* to C in GCSE
Maths but do not with sot study AS or A-level Maths. it has the
same weighting as an AS level course. It will focus on problem
solving and developing skills needed in real-life and for studying.
You will study topics such as statistics, probability and growth
and decay. this course is an excellent opportunity to extend your
mathematical skills and supports subjects with a high Mathematical
content such as Biology, Geography and Psychology.

Assessment

The course is assessed through external exam. There are two
written papers.

Additional Opportunities

Working with other students, mathematics challenges and
clubs.

Useful Skills and Characteristics

Having good basic numeracy skills and an enjoyment of
Mathematics.
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Core
Mathematics
opens the door to
careers in Mathematics,
Engineering, Physics,
Computing, Accountancy,
Economics, Business,
Banking,Air Traffic Control,
Management, Architecture,
Surveying, Cartography,
Psychology and, of course,
Teaching to name but a few.

Mathematics - Further
The Course

This is a two year A2 linear course, which extends work
covered at A2 Mathematics.
Further Mathematics
A-Level is a highly
regarded qualification
by universities. It opens
the door to careers in
Mathematics, Engineering,
Business, Banking, Air
Traffic Control, Medicine,
Accountancy, Scientific
Research, Actuarial Work,
and Maths Teaching to
name but a few.

The course is aimed at extending your range of
mathematical skills and techniques, enabling you to use
these to solve unstructured problems.
You will be taught elements of Pure Mathematics,
Statistics, Mechanics, and Decision Mathematics.

Assessment

This course is assessed through external exams.

Additional Opportunities

Individual and team Maths Challenges and working with
other students.

Useful Skills and Characteristics

Having an excellent command of algebra and ability to
deal with abstract concepts as well as more practical
problems.
Enjoying intellectual challenge and relishing problems
and puzzles.
The ability to solve problems and work independently.
Having a genuine interest in Mathematics and a desire
to learn more of the history and theory behind this
fascinating and varied subject.
This course is only recommended for students who have
studied GCSE Mathematics at Higher Tier, and have
gained a grade 7 or above.
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Media Studies
The Course

The new Media Studies A Level requires you to engage
with a variety of media types. Key topics include
analysing representations created in texts, studying
the industry processes of production, distribution and
circulation, as well as developing the ability to textually
analyse media texts. As well as engaging with a
number of set case studies, the course also allows you
the opportunity to apply your learning to a full range
of different media texts. You will also be required to
produce an original media artefact from a number of set
briefs. This process involves research and planning for
creating a media text to suit a specific purpose, as well as
demonstrating your practical ability by creating an original
outcome.

Assessment

70% written examination and 30% non-examined
assessment (coursework).

Additional Opportunities

Involvement in media elements of Drama productions
and presentation materials as well as becoming involved
with publishing content for the Westwood News.

Useful Skills and Characteristics

Enjoyment in forming and voicing your own point of view.
Enjoyment and natural interest in a variety of media
forms.
The ability to look closely at media texts from a variety of
perspectives.
Willingness to work collaboratively.
Enjoyment of forming and voicing your own point of view,
sharing them with others.
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A wide variety of courses
and employment are
possible following a Media
A-Level course, including
Film, TV, Radio, Publishing,
Journalism, Sociology,
Criminology, Politics, and
Cultural Studies. To study
Media beyond A-Level it is
advisable to also consder
studying Psychology and/
or Sociology.

Modern Foreign Languages
French, German, and Spanish
The Course
Although many languages
can be learned from
scratch at university,
an A-Level in a foreign
language will be required
to enter these courses.

Course content in all three languages consits of three
core topics areas, and two additional cultural topic.
Students will also get the oppurtunity to conduct their
own research into any field of their choice that links to the
studied language.
Core content
1. Social issues and trends
2. Political and artistic culture
3. Grammar
4. Works: Literary texts and films

Assessment

100% - Examination, typically after two years of study.
There are three papers:
Paper 1: Listening, reading, and writing (40%)
Paper 2: Writing (30%)
Paper 3: Speaking (30%)

Additional Opportunities

Study visits to France, Germany and Spain.

Useful Skills and Characteristics

An interest in and enjoyment of the challenge of using
the language to communicate for a variety of purposes.
An interest in current affairs and cinema and literature.
A willingness to learn vocabulary, read texts, spend time
outside of lessons listening to the TV or Internet, and
to welcome the opportunity to talk to a native speaker,
as well as visit the country whose language you are
studying.
In addition to the Sixth Form entry requirements, you
are advised to have studied the language that you wish
to take at A-Level for GCSE, and have achieved a good
pass (Higher Tier).
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Music
The Course

The course has three components, which continue to
build the skills of performance and composition and
develop knowledge and understanding of a range of
genres and composers.
You will be assessed in performance, compose extended
pieces, and learn about stylistic harmonisation. You
will learn about set works to gain a greater knowledge
of the techniques composers use to create music
and to understand the contextual influences behind
compositions.

Assessment

30% - Externally assessed non-exam performance.
30% - Externally assessed composition.
40% - Externally assessed aural, historical, and analytical
exam.

Additional Opportunities

Students can contribute to a range of performance
events, as a soloist or in an ensemble.

Useful Skills and Characteristics

You will need to be an enthusiastic musician with a desire
to extend your knowledge and understanding of music
and your musicianship and be open to a broad range of
musical traditions.
You will be an advanced performer, with instrumental or
vocal skills equivalent to at least Grade 5 standard on
commencing the course.
In addition to the Sixth Form entry requirements, at
least a good pass in GCSE Music is advised, although
students may be accepted onto the course if they can
demonstrate knowledge of music theory and strong
instrumental or vocal skills.
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Music sits very well
alongside both the
Sciences and the Arts
and Humanities. Studying
Music at A Level and
beyond can open up a
range of careers including:
M u s i c i a n , C o m p o s e r,
Sound
Te c h n i c i a n ,
Teacher, Music Therapist,
Arts Administrator, Events
Manager, Radio Producer,
Broadcast Engineer.

Physical Education
The Course

Progression
routes
include: PE Teacher,
Physiotherapist, Leisure
Management, Sports
Development, Personal
Trainer, Nutritionalist,
Sports
Journalist,
Volunteer opportunities,
Sports Coaching, the
armed services, police and
fire service.

The course consits of four modules and covers
physiological, psychological and socio-cultural factors
that affect performance, as well as general performance
in PE.
You will extend your knowledge through studying
Anatomy and Exercise Physiology, Skill Acquisition, Sport
and Society, Biomechanics, and Sport Psychology. This
will form 70% of your course and will be examined at the
end of the two years. You will also be assessed on your
performance, or coaching of an activity, and also your
ability to provide a detailed evaluative response to a live
sporting performance.

Assessment

70% - Externally assessed written examination.
30% - Internally assessed practical coursework.

Additional Opportunities

Sports Clubs, Sports Leadership opportunities.
Useful Skills and Characteristics
A degree of competence in one sport.
Regular participation in sport outside of College.
A desire to improve your undertanding of how the body
and mind influence your ability in sport.
In addition to the Sixth Form entry requirements, a good
pass or higher in GCSE PE is advised.
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Physics
The Course

A Physics qualification will
give you access to a range
of careers including many
forms of Engineering, IT
and Communications,
the Energy Industry,
Architecture, and Teaching.

During the A-Level Physics (AQA) course, you will
progress smoothly from previous GCSE studies in
Physics, developing an in-depth knowledge and
understanding of the principles of Physics. You will gain
hands-on practical and data analysis skills, appreciate
how science works, studying its relevance beyond the
laboratory, and see how Physics underpins important
technologies.

Assessment

Examination with the opportunity to gain practical
endorsement.

Additional Opportunities

Outside speakers, field trips, group presentations, Inspire
Cafés.

Useful Skills and Characteristics

Students should have a genuine interest in the subject,
and a desire to further their knowledge in all areas.
Students should have a good understanding of
mathematics in order to manipulate equations and
process data.
Students should be capable of independent learning, and
possess problem solving skills.
Resilience, determination and a willingness to work hard.
Students should have studied higher tier sciences at
GCSE. Those with Combined Double Science GCSE
should have two passes at grade 5 whilst those with
separate GCSEs in Biology, Chemistry and Physics
(triple scientists) should have three grade 5 passes.
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Psychology
The Course

Psychology is the scientific study of the human mind
and behaviour. You will develop an understanding of the
many underlying factors that influence our behaviour, and
the consequences that different life events can have on
our personality and actions.
The course builds on skills developed in the sciences and
humanities, and enables progression into a wide range of
other subjects. Psychology will give you an opportunity
to learn, understand and evaluate issues happening
around you, which can then be applied to the wider world.
Psychology offers you the chance to not just study a
factual subject, but also enables you to reflect on your
own experiences.

Assessment

100% External examination

Useful Skills and Characteristics
An interest in human behaviour.

Willingness to participate in class discussions and work
independently. Enthusiasm for the subject coupled with
motivation to work hard and good organisational skills.
In addition to the Sixth Form entry requirements, a grade
5 or 6 in Science at GCSE is advised.
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There are many careers
that will use Psychology
directly or in-directly.
Here are a few examples:
C l i n i c a l P s y c h o l o g y,
Educational Psychologist,
Forensic Psychologist,
Sports Psychologist,
Medicine, Law, Politics,
Counselling, Teaching,
Police Service, Probation
Service, Nursing, Design
careers and many more.
Psychology is offered at
many top universities and
A-Level Psychology is the
first step on the road that
can lead to practice as a
Psychologist.

Sociology
The Course

Sociology is recognised
as being a useful subject
for many occupations
which
require
an
understanding of people
and social interactions.
These include: Marketing,
Business, Teaching, Law,
Public Services, Health
Service, Social Work, and
working with children to
name but a few.

The Sociology course will give you a strong foundation in
both the theoretical world of sociology, and the research
methods used to study it. You will gain an in-depth
understanding of education, families and households,
societal beliefs, crime and deviance. You will also receive
an excellent grounding in sociological research methods
enabling you to design and conduct investigations.

Assessment

100% - External examination

Useful Skills and Characteristics

Sociology is a subject in which discussion and the
exchange of ideas is crucial for understanding. Teaching
also includes the use of computers, video presentations,
work in alternative forms and debate.
You will develop a wide range of skills including public
speaking, essay skills, analytical skills, debating, and
designing presentations. You will gain an increased
awareness of social groups and people.
In addition to the Sixth Form entry requirements, a grade
5 in GCSE English is preferred due to the essay based
nature of this course.
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Sport
The Course

The course consists of either 4 units (one A-Level
equivalent) or 9 units (two A-Level equivalent).
Examples of the topics covered are: Anatomy and
Physiology, Fitness Training, Professional Development,
Sports Leadership, Fitness Testing, Practical Sports
Performance, Sports Event Organisation, Sports
Coaching and Sports Injury Management.

Assessment

The BTEC National Diploma is equivalent to one or
two A-Levels and grades are awarded at Pass, Merit,
Distinction and Distinction*. Assessment is a combination
of externally assessed controlled coursework, internally
assessed coursework and a written exam.

Additional Opportunities

Students are encouraged to take a wide variety of roles
including running inter-house programmes, aiding in the
delivery of lower school lessons/clubs and involvement in
delivering sport to feeder schools.

Useful Skills and Characteristics

You should be self-motivated, and have the ability to work
to coursework deadlines.
You should enjoy a practical approach to learning. You
should be motivated to produce your best work, and
show good presentation skills.
You should welcome the opportunity to experience a
range of different work placements.
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Progression
routes
include: Sport and
Exercise Science, Sports
Journalism, Teaching/
Coaching,
Sports
Psychology, Business,
Police/Fire Service, Social
Work.

Year 13 Prom

“I was initially nervous about joining Westwood as an external
student but was immediately made to feel welcome by both
students and staff. Westwood has a warm environment with
plenty of both individual and group study spaces, yet is still
small enough to foster professional relationships. Teachers
are especially accessible both in their timetables and nature,
and are always happy to offer support to anyone who feels
they need it, not just those struggling. Choosing Westwood
was definitely the right choice for me.”
Marius Ammann Year 13

